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The way that human memory wor1<s has powerful Implications' for 
intetngence collection from both willing assets and from other sources, such as 
detainees, whose motives and intentions for providing infonnatlon are often · 
suspect. Interrogators and debriefers frequently have to make real time, intu~e 
judgments about what is reasonable to remember or forget. Officers must decide 
In the emerging moment how best to elicit information without planting false 
memories and without giving away too much lnfonriation to someone who could 
be. trying to thwart coUection efforts or otherwise manipulate the situation for 
personal gain. 

! 
I 

· Incorrect notions about how human memory works can deraillntelllgen~ 
collection efforts and result in incomplete or Incorrect information being put into 
Intelligence databases in several important but very different ways. For example, 
offiCers may be misled by an uncooperative source feigning memOfY problems, 
and thus not press for Information that should be available and readily recalled. 
In contrast, officers may mistakenly believe that· a source •should• be able to . 
remember precise details of interest that may not be recallable, and thus · 
Inadvertently create false memories or plant misleading suggestions that compel 
a source that Is tryfng to answer accu~tely to provide erroneous intelligence. ; 
Finally, officers may apply s.o much pressure on a source for information that ~ . 
not available (either because It can't be recalled or because I~ di~ not happen the 
way the questiqning officer believes it did1

) that the source fabricates information 
to escape adverse circumstances. Incorrect notions about how human memo.ry 

· works may also make debrlefers and interrogators vulnerable to deliberate : 
manipulation by detainees who seek to deny lnfonnation by leading questioners 
away from sensitive topics. : 

• I 

Firat, a little background and terminology: Although, neuroscientists argue 
about theories and parse memory into many nuanced categories, for all practical 
purposes. we have two kinds. The first is a short-tenn working memory that 
generally can hold seven (plus or minus two) chunks of information for up to · 
approximately ten seconds. It Is the wor1<space we use for thinking. It functiO!'JS 
as a time senSitive, perishable scratch pad for juggting information required for 
cognitive operations and must be constantly renewed or It fades and Is lost. ! 
Information In working memory fades after a few seconds, much like an : 
unfamUiar phone·number is forgotten a few seconds after we look it up, unl~ 
we keep rehearsing It over and over in our minds. The capacity of our working 
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memories determines how much information and how many things we can keep 
actively in mind at the same time. · 

i 
The second kind of memory Is more permanent. These are the memory 

stores that are retriev!=td and reactivated in working memory when we try to ~II 
something, like an event that h~ppened to us, details of conversations we've Jlad 
with others or information we learned In school. Again, scientists quibble about 
how many categories there are and what they should be called, but essentially 
Interrogators and debrieters need be concerned about two kinds of long-termi 
memory: (1) autobiographical events (called episodic memory) and (2) 
knowledge of facts and concepts (semantic memory)11

• • 

Most intelligence requirements focus on information contained In these 
two long-term memory stores. However, it is important to note that even under 
ideal conditions {perfect .recall and cooperation), we have access to these . 
memories only when they are active in the working memory of the source. In' 
effect, there is an Interaction between the long-term memories we want to 
activate and the capacity of the source's working memory to receive the retrlf:!Ved 
information, hold It in mind, process it, and juggle the cognitive operations ; 
necessary to address the question that has been asked. The picture gets much 
more complicated when we factor In the reality of Imperfect source recall, the: 
potential for information loss due to use of translators, variable skill and : 
effectiveness among debriefers and interrogators, and the potential efforts of : 
detainees to foil intelligence collection. ·." ! 

Even when people are trying to provide correct information, accuracy Of 
recall can be influenced by a number of factors. What follows Is a list of 5 things 
Interrogators and debriefers must kr:tOW about how memory WOrkS under O~~al 
conditions. References and suggestions for further reading are available In the 
endnotes. 

(1) Memory doesn't work the way most of us think It does 

• What is remembered and what actually happened Is not the same thing. . 
Memones of past events are not replayed like a recording of what actuallyj 
happened, but rather reconstructed. : 

o The idea that memories of a past event lie dormant until l 
activated-at which time they are replayed as a relatively ; 
stralghtforwarlf record of what occurred is Intuitively compelling,j but 
incorrect. The stored fragments of an episode contribute to what 
we remember, but may not be the dominant influence. i 

o What we actually remember Is a composite-an emergent : 
property~f (a.) the stored memory fraQmeilts of an event ! 
(technically referred to a memory engram) and (b.) what the pet'Son 
trying to remember thinks, feels emotionally, and believes at th~ 
time of recall. ; 
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• Because memories of our experiences are reconstructed in the moment and 
revised by Influences that operate outside of our awareness. what is recalied 
will Inevitably change (in subtle or not so subtle ways) over time or with 
retelling. 

• Memories are sometimes permeable to outside Influences. People differ in 
their susceptibility t~ these effects, but we are all vulnerable to some extent. 

(2) We forget- more quickly than we think we do, and worse~ may not ! . 

notice that we have forgotten or distorted Important details ; 

• The vividness and precision of memories fade rapidly with the passag~ of 
timev~v~. · · ! 

o For about a week or so after an experience, we can provide a near 
verbatim recollection of what we attended to, processed. and stored 
during that event. After that. a rapid drop-off In the accuracy an~ · 
precision of what can be recaDed occurs and then levels off after 
about a month, with only slight declines thereafter. Near verbatim 
recall decays tO recollections of the gist of what happened, and ~ 
specific detalls-6uch as the exact date, the precise location of i 
events, the tlmellne for what happened, precise details concemi!lg 
·exactly what ·occurred. specifically who was Involved when multiple 
players were present, and precisely what was said and by : 
whom-all tend to be forgotten more rapidly than a general sense 
(the gist) of what occurred. ' 

o When asked to re~l precise lnformaUon about events that 
happened more than a few days In the past, we recall the gist of 
what happened and then try to piece together specific details by: 
Inference and guesswork. During the act of remem~ring, we ; 
reconstruct specific detaits of fading events from the fragmented 
bits we do recall, influenced by our current thoughts, emotions ard 
beliefs. ; 

o Doing similar things day after day will increase the probability that 
we will remember having those experiences, but decrease the i 
probability of recalling the spectflcs of any one of those events. for 
example, if you routinely stop your child on his or her the way olfl 
the door to meet the school bus, It Is likely that you will generallY, 
recollect doing this, but, If questioned, It Is unHkely you could re~ll 
specific instructions and comments you made to your child several 
weeks ago. The repetition of similar events Interferes with recall of 
details from a specific event. Another example: lmagln~;t that ~ 
have attended multiple meetings over the course of several wee,ks 
or months to discuss some important course of action. Without ~e 
aid of notes and meeting minutes, you may remember attendlngj 
meetings, you may even recall the gist of what positions were ta,ken 
by important people-but things !ike pr~cisely how many meetinp 

• ! 
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there were, who attended each meeting, where they sat, who they 
talked to, and what speclflcally they.said Is likely to be fuzzy. S~ch 
Information would probably need to be reconstructed as discussed 
above based on what you could recall and what you reason must 
have happened. ; 

· • People often forget how memories are acquired. It is common to learn 
factual information and forget or .confuse the source. This manifests itSelf 
In intelligence debrietings when detainees correcUy recall a fact or ! 
recognize someone they've seen before, but misidentify the source of that 
knowledge or tt'!e setting where It ~as obtained. ! 

• I 

• The task for debrfefers and Interrogators Is to make judgments about ..Vhat 
Is-and Is not-reasonable to forget at different times after an event has 
occurred, and to recognize when memories appear either too perfect qr 
too Imperfect and adjust their approach accordingly. · ; 

. I 
(3) What we thought and felt when an event occurred can Influence the . 
accuracy of what we recall now. 

i 
. . I 

Attentiveness, attitudes, expectations, and emotional states of a person at the 
time an event occurs can profoundly affect his or her perception of what ! 

happened and the aC:curacy of subsequent memories. i 

! 
• The level of preoccupation or distraction during an event can cause us! to 

notice, track and store some details and not others. l 
o Being lost in thought, preoccupied with particular features of 

emerging events, or otherwise distracted can interfere with wha~ 
gets stored Into memory. In order to be accurately recalled later. 
deta~s of events must first be noticed as they occur and then l 
subsequently processed deeply enough to permit long-tenn . I 
storage. i 

o What Is attended· to will prof~undly affect what Is stored and lat~ 
recalled. In a busy situation with multiple players and multiple ! 
activities. different players will perceive events differently and r~call 
some details differently because Intentions, expectations, beliefs 
and emotional states can cause us to notice, selectively process 
and then store some details during events and not others. Thwt. . 
two people witnessing the same event may have different ! 
perceptions and memories of what occurred (sometimes 
significantly so) dependi'!fl on where they put their attention, ~at 
they expected to happen and how deeply they processed what 
they saw, heard and thought at the time. ! 

I 

i' 
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• People tend to notice, attend to, track, process, and later recall aspectS of 
events that are consistent with their on-going intentions, expectations, 
beliefs and emotional states at the time the event occurred. 

(4) What we think and feel now can distort our recall of what happened 
then IX. 

Our beliefs, attitudes, knowledge, expectations, and emotions at the. time of 
recall can distort our recollection of past events. 

• Powerful memory biases can affect accuracy of reporting . . 
o Consistency bias can lead sources to falsely judge that past 

attitUdes, beliefs, feelings, and actions are similar to those 
curren~-regardless of whether they were or not. ' 

o When provided with Information about the outcome of an event ;that 
has occurred, hindsight bias' can lead sources to falsely believe 
that the outcome was Inevitable -when, in fact, It was not. , 
Hindsight blas.can also lead people to erroneously assume tha~. 
had they been presented with available Information before knowing 
the right answer, they would have been able to correctly predict the 
outcome In advance. Alerting people to the dangers of hindsig~t 
does not prevent It from occurrtng. Also, people's confidence in 
their judgments cannot be used as a gage for whether or not : 
hindsight Is affecting them because source confidence does not 
predict accuracy. · · 

• Asking sources to think of reasons why the outcome might 
have been different can debias hlndsightxl. However, thi~ 
works only if sources are asked to generate just a few (lvfa 
or three) alternative .outcomes c:ir counterfactual reasons.i 
Asking them to generate more than that can backfire, lea~ng 
sources more convinced than ever of the obvious Inevitability 
of events. Why? Because generating many thoughts about 
alternatives is a difficult task and people use the subjective 
difficulty of generating counterfactual alternatives as a ! 
heuristic for judging how likely something Is to occur- U they 
can't think of many alternatives, then what occurred seems 
even more likely in· hl~sight than before. i 

o The Inadvertent use of questions that ·activate ster90typlc biase'sJI' 
may make some memori.es more accessible than others, and th:us 
prime the source for selective processing of answer-relevant i 
memories. Although stereotypic bias can affect both. it may be . 
especially problematic during questioning where sources are asked 
to speculate or provide opinions, rather 'than factual details af?ol,lt 
past ~vents. Stereotypic biases trigger selective processing which 
makes lnfonnation consistent with those biases easier to recall,· 
more salient during decision-making, and more likely to pull for : 
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• Studies have also shown that affect and emotions during rec~n can . 
influence what is remembered both at the time of recall and .then later · 
during subsequent recollection. 

o · Memories of similar emotional tone are linked, such that once 
activated memories and information associated with that emotional 
tone is easier and quicker to recall, and have a greater impact on 

· reasoning processes. The process also makes Information and: 
memories that are Inconsistent with the prevailing emotional tone 
more difficult to recall. When forced by questioning to remem~r 
details of events during strong ~motional states, we tend to ! 
automatically engage in a kind of re-enooding of events that col9rs 
subsequent recollection with the emotional tone present when tf,le 
re-encoding took place. : 

o Emotlonal·states at the time of recall can prime cognitive proce~es 
that take place outside of awareness as part of the ~ncoding ,of 
previously acquired memories. Regard\ess of what was thought at 
the time the event occurred, strong emotional tone during recall: can 
lead a source to subtly or not so subtly revise his or her · 

• Perception of constraints and opportunities at the tlme ofithe 
original event . · 

• Appraisal of personal capability for different courses of : 
action when the event occurred ; 

• Desirability of different long-range aspirations and short-term 
goals based· on the past event · 1 

• Positive and negative outcome expectations for different 1 

courses of action, and · ! 

• Value plaped on different outcomes 
• Emotional tone can even aff~ which aspects of the event 

are·recalled and which are difficult to remember 

In effect, the information contained in memory Is seleCtively : 
processed, and thus re-shuffled accor:dlng to both the emotlonai 
tone of the Interview situation and the channeling effects of the : 
question. It is the gist of this reshuffling that is ·recalled later. 

• How questions about an event" are worded can profoundly affect .1 

Immediate and subsequent answers provided by sourcesidl. Details or1 
events suggested by interrogators and debriefers can creep irito the : 
source's recollection of events without the source being aware of .it or able 
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to distinguish between what really happened and what was •suggested• by 
questioning techniques. · 

o The following techniques can lead tO: false confessions, inaccurate 
descriptions of real past events, or the apparent recall of fabri~ted 
Information: I 

• Suggestive questions (i.e., presumptive questions that i 
introduce new· Information not already provided by the ' 
subject) 

• Telling the source tha! "o~ers• have already provided 
specific details and pushing for the source to ·confirm" ~m 

• The use of positive consequences when sources provide 
answers consistent with our preconceived notions 

• The use of negative consequences when sources provid~ 
information inconsistent with our preconceived notions 

• Repeatedly re-asking a question that has earlier been 
unambiguously answered with the intent of eliciting a 
different answer. Forced choice answers are particularly: 
powerful f.or elic~ing a changed answer. 

• Asking for opinions, conjecture, or speculation about pas~ 
events (especially about something someone else may h~ve 
done) or framing questions in ways that ask the source tQ 
use his or her imagination, solve a mystery, figure out wHat 
might h,ave happeryed, etc. · · 

i 
o The choi~ of verbs used to craft questions can Influence I 

answersx"'. Those being intervteweq are often unaware of how ~he 
verb choices shape and guide their initial and subsequent answ~rs. 
Interviewers, debriefers, and interrog~tors also make assumptions 
about who initiated events based on how their own questions a~ 
structured. An unattended choice about how questions should be 
structured early in an interview can produce defensiveness In thOse 
being questioned and pull for answers that incorrectly shape the 
opinions of debrlefers and Interrogators-distorting factual 
InformatiOn by biasing the assumptions that underlie subsequen~ 
questions and Influencing how ambigoous answers are Interpreted. 

• The choice of using an action verb (help, plot, send) versf!s 
a verb that desaibes an Internal state (want, respect. tru~) 
changes whom both the questioner and the source perce.lve 
as the Initiator of ~at occurred. . 

• Action verbs pull for answers Identifying the subject of 
the. sentence as the causal agent of the events In . 
question. while state verbs pull for answers Identifying 
the object of the sentence as the causal agent : 

o For example, ·why would AZ send (action , 
verb) XY to Yemen?• would produce a different 
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• Imagine, for example, a situation where a law 
enforcement officer is questioning a rape victim. 'fhe 
question YDid you dance with the rapist?" will have a 
different Impact on both the victim and the officer . 
asking the question compared to •oid the rapist dance 
with you?w- Even though, if the rapist and the victim 
did dance together, the objective answer to both : 
questions should be •yes." 

o However, •old you dance with the rapist?~ . 
places the victim as the subject of the 

1 
sentence. As a result, the victim is likely lOJ be 
viewed as the inltlator of events, and both the 
victim and the questioner may be l~ad to ! 
assume that the victim had more control over 
events than actually occurred. Moreover. t~e 
victim may become more defensive and I~ 
forthcoming to subsequent questions. 

o The victim Is the object of the se11tence In the 
question ·oid the rapist dance with you?" : 
Therefore, both the questioner and the victifn 
generally perceive the rapist as the initiator. of 

· events, and the victim usually responds les~ 
defensively to questions. ; 

• This effect can be used by interrogators and debriefers tq 
craft questions that pull for less initial defensiveness from 
persons of interest by: : 

• Initially asking questions using action verbs and : 
placing the person being questioned as the object:of 
the sentence . 1 

• And then once the details of what occurre<t have b,een 
fleshed out, shifting the person being questioned to 
the subject of the sentence to clarify Intent. 

• The simple act of retelling a story over and over can distort the accuracy 
of both what Is recalled in the current session and what is subsequentlY 
recalled In tater sessions. · · ; 

o Empirical studies Indicate that when stories are repeatedly retol~. 
accurately recalled details of events Insidiously blend with 
Information and suggestions provided by questioners such that With 
retelling, sources: 
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• Can no_ longer distinguish between their original (more l 
accurate) recollections and the information suggested_by 
othe~ (a process know as source misattributlon). : 

• Become confident that Hetails or events Initially not recalled 
but asked to speculate upon by questioners actually ' 
occu~d-whether these things happened or not. 

(5) Not every thing that looks like resistance Is an active effort to avoid 
answering questions. Common memory difficulties can Interfere with 
timely and accurate recall.· 

• Memory blocksxv: Intelligence sources may be temporarily unable to recall 
sought-after Information, even through it was effectively encoded at the 
time It was acquired and the sought-after memory has survived the 
passage of tlme. Such retrieval blocks are quite common (experienced by 
almost everyone), occur frequently (about once a week in demographic 
studies of adults In ordinary circumstances), can affect both episodic and 
semantic memories, Bfld most often manifest themselves during . 
questioning as a temporary inability to recall specific names, although : 
efforts to recall specific dates or facts can also trigger this memory bl~. 

o In the authors' experience, claiming that memory Is temporarily 
blocked is not usually used as a resistance to Interrogation 
technique, since the expectation Is that the Information should ; 
eventually become available. 

o People experiencing true memory blocks usually complain of a :'fip- .. 
of-the-tongue• phenomenon, where they have a subjective sense 
that they know this lnformatior:t and· that It should be available, b:ut is 
temporarily just out of reach of recall. In addition, people , 
experiencing true tip-of-the-tongue memory blocks usually express 
frustration at the Inaccessibility of the Information, can often access 
the target word's first letter, initial phonologic-sound, or the num~r 
of syllables, and have the information "pop• Into their heads when 
retrieval attempts have been abandoned. · · ; 

o Prompting the person being questioned with phonologically related 
words can sometimes aid recall of temporally unavailable ! 
Information. · 1 

o Naturally occurring tip-of-the-tongue events can be u5ed to validate 
a source's willingness to provide information by following up later to 
see if the information has been retrieved. 

Suggestions for Improving recall during questioning 

Various strategiesxv~ have been suggested for improving the accuracy of ans~ers 
and decreasing the potentially memory distorting impact of interrogation and · 
debriefing techniques. The topic Is too vast to be covered in a paper this siz~. 
but a few observations and suggestions can be offered. : 
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The Interrogation and debriefing techniques you need to employ will vary 
depending on where a detainee Is along the Interrogation - debrleftng · 
continuum. : 

• Police Interrogations usually focus on eliciting full or partial confessions 
and obtaining other evidence relevant to the case that can be used in ! 
court. Intelligence interrogations and debriefings u5ually focus on 
obtaining actionable intelligence that can b.~ used to capture other 
terrorists and disrupt or prevent terrorist operations. 

• In the early stages of a detainee's captivlty, lnterrogation techniques 
similar to those employed by law enforcement agencies to gain , 

10 

confessions may need to be used to .get the detainee to admit Involvement 
in terrorist activities. However, techniques used to get criminals to 
confess to crimes may not be the best techniques for gathering actionable 
Intelligence over the long tenn. Since repeated use of these technlqu~ 
are associated with the greatest danger of adversely impactfng accurate 
recall, care must be taken to balance the need for rapidly obtaining . 
actionable intelligence with the ris~ of creating false memories, planting · 
misleading suggestions that can distort memory and ellclt false 
information, or coercing a source to make up false Information to escape 
adverse circumstances. 

One approach to reducing the risk of unwanted memory dlstortlonxvt1 18 ~o: 

• Plan the debriefing session. Identify session goals. Decide what 
emotional tone would be best to achieve these goals. ·Decide on how you 
are going to Induce the desired emotional tone. Decide on what ! 
lnfonnation you seek. Depending on how forthcoming detainees have \ 
been, craft questions to service Intelligence requirements in ways that i 

lnltlaUy reduce defensiveness, but provide opportunities to clarify specifics 
on follow up. Decide what deceptive responses would look like and 
devise a strategy for judging how forthcoming the detainee Is being. ; 

• Start the debriefing session. Make some Initial comments or small talk. to 
set the emotional tone. Descnoe the purpose of the Interview. Ask Initial 
questions. Listen as the detainee gives a free account of his answers,r 
monitor for deception, summarize, and then follow up with non
presumptive probes to clarify and expand his answers. Use presumptive 
questions only If necessary, thus limiting the possibility of lntroduclng new 
information not already provided by the detainee and thus producing 
debriefer Influenced memory distortions. Provide the detainee wlth : 
feedback concerning how responsive he was in addressing your ques~ons 

o The authors recommend against deceiving the detainee with fal~ 
Information during debriefings (and most interrogation·s). False ~ 
information Introduced by a debrlefer or Interrogator can find Its way 

I 
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into an intelligence report weeks or months later because the 
detainee repeated the deceptive InformatiOn in response to later 
questioning by a debriefer who did not know the deception 
occurred, either because the detainee forgot the source of the 
information or believed it to be true. 

• Hot wash the sessiQn. Review session goals. Clarify what the detainee 
~ld In response to questions addressing intelligence requirements wi~ 
other officers who observed or .participated in the session. Make a 
judgment concerning how successful you were In Inducing the target~ 
mood. Judge how forthcoming and productive the detainee was during 
the session. Identify what aspects of the approach t9 continue and what 
aspects to discard or change in subsequent sessions. ! · 

! 

11 

In closing what are the key take-away Ideas? The· accuracy of informatiory 
obtained from interrogations and debrleflngs depends heavily on the source's 
ability to correctly recall critical details about past events and experiences. Eyen 
with a fulfy cooperative detainee, captivity, Interrogation and debriefing conditions 
can exacerbate the memory failures and distortions so common In ordinary : 
ci!'Cumstances-signlflcantly impacting the Intelligence value of what is ob1ained. 

. l 
The intuitively compelling Idea that memories are stored as accurate records of 
what occurred just waiting to be played back must be discarded and replaced 
with an understanding that memories of our experiences are reconstructed in· the 
moment, subject to Inevitable revision by lnflu.ences that operate outside of oL.r 
awareness. 

Officers must become familiar with the circumstances under which memory : 
errors are likety to occur. They must develop approaches to questioning that: 
motivates the detainee to provide critical information, but reduces the probability 
that memory accuracy will be adversely impacted or that incorrect post event! 
information will be Incorporated. · 

The commonality of memory errors highlights the need for verifying inforrnatl<?n 
obtained during Interrogations and debrieflngs against the larger body of ! 
available intelligence. Differences and discrepancies in what detainees repor,t 
could represent accurate new information, efforts on the part of some detaine.es 
to thwart lnteiHgence collection, or errors of memory-such as source ! 
mlsattrlbutlon or Incorporation of Incorrect lnfonnation because of suggestibility. 

Interrogators and debriefers should run to ground important discrepancies, b~t 
must exercise caution in thinking that inconsistenGies and disagreements : 
between two or more detainees in· their recollection of events necessarity i 
provides a ·smoking gun" for challenging or discounting information inconsist,nt 
with the·organization's working hypotheses. It could be a smoking gun, but o~er 

! 
I 
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equally likely non-deliberate Sources of distortion must be ruled out before 
coming to that conclt,~sion. 

12 
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End Notes 

1 This paper focuses on memory, so it is beyond its scope to examine in detail all 
the variables that can influence how a detainee chooses to answer in response to direc~ 
questioning. Readers, however; should be aware that variables other than simply the' 
accuracy and precision of available memories are involved. A variety of other physical 
and menial processe5-60me operating outside of conscious awareness--channel an4 
shape how a detainee acts, thinks and feels in the emerging moment when questions are 
being answered. The source's cunent physical state, emotions, knowledge, attitudes~ 
beliefs, expectations, intentions, and goals all interact to determine how weU or poorly 
the source's working memory ftmctions, the cognitive resources available for mental ' 
activities, and which mental operations are activated to channel our attention, energize 
our desire to act, and influence the courses of action we choose. 

ii On a side note: officers who are overly invested in having a source confmn infor.mation 
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